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The study of medical history has advanced enormously over the past three decades, not least in Britain, where the Wellcome Trust has given considerable support to the discipline. Though 'modern methods' of history of medicine were pioneered in the 1 930s, and transplanted from Germany to the USA, it is only lately that medical history has emerged as a fully professional subdiscipline, closely related to other branches of historical scholarship.
Some have argued that such professionalization removes history from the doctors. It is true that historians resist the laudatory and ceremonial functions of most 'doctors' history' and that they reject the method of hindsight that restricts itself to finding the good and progressive bits of history; but such 'tribal histories' will survive in medicine without the support of professional historians (just as their analogues will survive among professional historians boosting their own causes!). More importantly, medics and professional historians should now be able to join in a properly critical examination of medicine's past. Indeed, the more that present-day medicine seems uncertain, the more we will look back for a sense of direction not the direction of a guided missile, but a sense of kinship with critically aware professionals who likewise struggled to meet a host of conflicting demands.
But where can a doctor find this new historical writing? Until lately the answer was in journals. Now, happily, we can refer to the Routledge Companion Encyclopedia of the History of Medicine (WF Bynum and R Porter, eds, 1993) , to the Cambridge Illustrated History of Medicine (R Porter, ed. 1996) , and, for medicine before 1800, to The Western Medical Tradition, which I review here. The product of five colleagues at the Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine, London, it is beautifully written, comprehensive, illustrated and available in paperback. If you are seriously interested in medical history, then you should buy a copy and give one to your local high school.
The book is divided into seven main chapters, some of them almost monographs in themselves. Vivian Nutton contributes chapters on Greek medicine, Roman medicine, late Antiquity and the early Middle Ages, and on Medieval Western Europe. Lawrence Conrad presents a sophisticated essay on the Arab-Islamic traditions, and Andrew Wear and Roy Porter give us blockbusting surveys of 1500-1700 and 1700-1800, respectively. All chapters have useful 'timelines' for medical and more general historv. Michael Neve adds a conclusion.
All the authors can be relied on for up-todate, concise accounts, including the key issues which doctors and others may wish to look-up: Who (if anyone) was Hippocrates and why, is the Hippocratic tradition important? How and why was Greek medicine developed by classical Islamic cultures? Who knew about medicine in the year 1000 and how did they practise? How did Harvey discover the circulation? How did the medical market develop as part of 18th century consumerism? For good answers to lots of similar questions, this is your book.
None of the authors is averse to considering modern knowledge where that might clarify our understanding of the history, but all are properly concerned that the reader understands the perceptions, concepts, and practices of the historical subjects in their own terms. Thus, Nutton is happy to caution readers that what counted as 'leprosy' in the Middle Ages is not to be equated with the cases (present or past) which a modern doctor would group as Hansen's disease. That all kinds of scaly skin diseases were then so included may throw readers of modern medical texts, but it should interest practising physicians who know that diagnosis is less straightforward than textbooks. Such doctors will appreciate, too, the recurrent stress on practice, and on guides to practice, including recipe books, as well as on medical science or theory.
The book is well-ordered, but by no means uniform. All the authors take as central 'the Western Tradition'-the heritage of writings passed on from the Greeks to 18th century Europe. The best of the chapters are leavened by a careful concern with the changing relationship between texts and practices. Why were 'anatomies' written? Who used recipe books? What were the roles of the churches and universities in creating 'canonical' accounts of medicine? Some authors, especially in the earlier chapters, maintain a chronological framework, following a succession of texts and institutions. Others, especially in the later chapters, are forced into more schematic arrangements-taking topic after topic, because they cannot all be encompassed in a single narrative. Some authors focus largely on texts, some begin with demography and diseases. This is neither a study in historical epidemiology nor a history of patients, but it sketches in the 'natural history' of disease, and something of popular beliefs and practices. For me, the most illuminating chapter is that by Lawrence Conrad on Islamic medicine. Whereas in older surveys one found little more than a list of authors and texts, plus notes on surgery and hospitals, Conrad as a historian of Islam as well as of medicine, shows us how these two traditions fitted together-or sometimes, how they fitted much more loosely than might have been expected (accounts of plagues were literary texts, not to be understood as describing particular epidemics).
Medical histories will go on changing-as medicine and societies change and as different approaches come to seem fruitful. Perhaps in a decade or two this book will appear as an elaborate and contextualized rendering of an old form of medical history. But for all who now seek an authoritative account of the western tradition, who want to read a series of subtle essays, or who wish to look up answers to key questions, this book is invaluable. The authors, publishers and the Wellcome Trust are to be congratulated on a timely, attractive and inexpensive contribution towards a public understanding of medicine's deeper past. For reasons that are unclear to me the neurological examination continues to intimidate medical students and induce fear in junior doctors facing the MRCP exam. In the introduction to his new book Professor
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